ENGLISH TRACK FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Come to Sciences Po Grenoble - French Ivy League and study in English while learning French
Take home 30 ECTS per semester

→ More than 20 undergraduate courses taught in English
→ Free classes in French as a foreign language from beginner to advanced level
→ Language and methodology peer tutoring
→ French and European politics and society classes taught in English
→ Multi-sports class (highly affordable snowboarding, mountain biking, canyoning...)

Graduate English track in European Governance - 30 ECTS taught in English

EXAMPLE SEMINARS:

. Political involvement in comparative perspective
. Contemporary Issues in the Arab and Muslim World
. Jews and Muslims in North Africa (19th -20th c.): a shared history?
. Change in Global Politics
. Law and social sciences
. Biology, society and politics

EXAMPLE LECTURES:

. The Geo-economics of international security
. International Issues in the Middle East: The Two Gates to the Middle East
. The United States and Europe Since World War II
. Geopolitics
. Economic globalization: successes and pitfalls
. Environmental Politics
. Multiculturalism in Modern France
. Political Corruption: Causes, Consequences, and Control
. Region building and Globalization: Int. Relations, Public Policies and
. Governance in the Arctic
. Indigenous peoples and decolonisation

→ www.sciencespo-grenoble.fr/ang